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2017: “THE RETURN OF THE…” 
 

Team Name: ANSWER KEY 

1) “Always carry a camera when you travel!” is the motto of what camera shop?    
(3 points) 

 
KINGSWELL (Caps not necessary. General rule unless otherwise stated.) 

2) All of our shirts have how many holes in them, guaranteed? (2 points) 
 
4 

3) What newspaper has the headline “Baby Born With Five Heads”? (3 points) 
 
THE DAILY GLOB (1 pt per word) 

4) How do you pronounce Ghirardelli’s? (3 points) 
 
Geer-ar-delly (Minus 1 pt for missing hyphens) 

5) What was the temperature in Lime Rock on August 22nd, 1953? (5 points) 
 
72 

6) COMPLETE THIS PHRASE “Warning One Bucket Of Fish…” (4 points) 
 
EACH LOAD 
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7) What is the serial number of the $1 bill hanging on the wall at the lucky rabbit’s 
shop? (4 points) 
 
U15610007I (Note: Last letter is an “i” not a “1”) 
 
8) ACTION! Bring us a piece of zoetrope paper. (4 points) 

9) Flotz, Reelslick, Shakespeare, and Webber are all brands of what? (5 points) 
 
Fishing line dressing (4 pts for just “line dressing”, 3 pts for just “dressing”) 

10) Who said (in an autographed photo) “To Luigi & Guido, Thanks for the new 
whitewalls!”? (3 points) 
 
John Lassetire (Spelling of last name must be specific) 

11) How much do the Red Car Trolley Newsboys say the latest edition is? (4 points) 
 
2 Cents 

12) PICTURE THIS! In what game on Paradise 
Pier can this guy be found? (3 points) 

Casey At The Bat 

(Just “Casey At Bat” ok) 
 
______________________________ 

13) Pink Monkeyflower (or Mimulus lewisii) is 
what number on the Yosemite Wildflower poster? (5 points) 
 
25 

14) What is the “World’s Only Garage in a Mirage”? (3 points) 
 
STANLEY’S OASIS 
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15) What is the patent number of The Flying Contraption? (4 points)  
 
80254 
 Bonus: What is the detailed description of this invention? (4 points) 

Gawrsh…lemme see…well, it’s a gliding thingy…it doesn’t really fly… 
 
But if yer tryin’ ta learn…then you can use it! (Minus 1pt for each missing or 
incorrect word. Minus only 1 pt for missing “…”. Answer may be 4 lines) 
16) This tiny, but mighty machine could be hauled to remote mountaintops and 
equaled the power of many horses, mules and oxen to reel in huge logs. What the 
heck am I talking about? (3 points) 
 
THE STEAM DONKEY (Just “Steam Donkey” ok) 

17) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “But I don’t want to put carrots in my eyes.”  
(3 points) 
 
Heimlich - Heimlich’s Chew Chew Train (1 pt for character, 2 pts for location) 

18) Fill in the blanks. (Hint - They’re all connected.) (4 points) 
(1 pt per word) 
URSULA’S Grotto 

BEAST’S Library 

MAGIC MIRROR Realm  

19) ACTION! Take a video of someone on your team riding the Hoot or Holler.  
(5 points) 

20) What are the first four words of warning on the California Screamin’ Warning 
sign? (Which is really odd for a roller coaster if you think about it.) (2 points) 
 
You may get wet! (Punctuation not necessary. General rule unless otherwise stated) 
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21) PHOTO CHALLENGE  
Tony’s Freaking…Are You Serious??? 

Identify the Land AND 1 or 2 Digit Number of each hydrant. (1 point for each 
Land, 1 point for each Number(s), 18 points total.) Example: Cars Land - 14  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
Bonus: Add up all nine numbers. (10 points) 269 (259 also accepted) 
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Grizzly Peak - 10 Paradise Pier (or Grizzly Peak) - 
17 Paradise Pier - 24

Hollywood Land - 12 (or 2) Grizzly Peak - 18 Buena Vista Street - 55

Paradise Pier - 26 Cars Land - 53 Cars Land (or Pacific Wharf) - 54



 

22) On what date can the Rededication Time Capsule be opened? (3 points) 
 
June 15, 2037 (1 pt per word) 

23) What brand of Non Dairy Whipped Topping helps spin Flick’s Fun Flyers?  
(3 points) 
 
Whip-O-Whirl (Note: “O” may look like an “@“) 

24) What three digit number can be found on a keychain of California attached to a 
postcard signed by Spin and Marty? (5 points) 
 
513 

25) What is the 8th step on the Fire Finder Operating Instructions? (5 points) 

Maintain vigilance, and report any changes in above noted conditions immediately. 
(Minus 1 pt for each missing or incorrect word. General Rule unless otherwise 
stated) 

26) ACTION! Using the two pieces of rope in your Challenge Packet tie the third 
knot (counting left to right) demonstrated on the “Forty Knots” sign. Leave the knot 
(tied) in your Challenge Packet. (I bet you were REALLY wondering what those 
ropes were for, huh?) (5 points) 
 
27) Luigi Sells “Only  the  Best” (2 points) 

28) What animal is on the Best Morning Apple crate 
label? (4 points) 
 
Rooster (Chicken ok) 

29) PICTURE THIS! In what store can this design be 
found? (4 points) 
 
Ramone’s House of Body Art (2 pts for just “Ramones”, 
3 pts for “Ramone’s Body Art) 
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30) What song do the Red Car Trolley Newsboys sing after mentioning Babe Ruth? 
(3 points) 
 
Take Me Out To The Ball Game 

31) COMPLETE THE PHRASE “California law provides for the disclosure in writing 
of certain information concerning prints, photographs, and sculptures casts. This 
information is available to you,…” (5 points) 
 
and you may request to see it prior to purchase. 

32) Notice! Why should you smile when you scream? (3 points) 
 
Your photo will be taken 

33) Which fish is bigger: Child Services, Rita’s Baja Blends, Boudin Bakery, Lucky 
Fortune Cookery, or ATM? (2 points) 
 
Lucky Fortune Cookery 

34) What board game in Toy Story Midway Mania has Walt Disney’s name on it?  
(4 points) 
 
Adventureland Game 

35) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “Let me start in the middle. Wait, no, what am I 
thinking? That’s a terrible place to start a story.”(3 points) 
 
Scuttle - The Little Mermaid - Ariel’s Undersea Adventure (1 pt per part) 

36) The Cozy Cone Motel offers 100% what? (3 points) 
 
REFRIGERATED AIR 

37) The story “Nelson and Murdock: ATTORNEYS WIN BIG CASE” can be 
found on page 7 of The Daily Bugle ? (4 points) 
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38) ACTION! Draw the Power Symbol for Peace in this box.     
(5 points)  
(Word “Peace” not necessary) 
39) Not including the open box, how many total pounds of 
Pescado Brand Sardines are ready to for shipping? (Show your 
math.) (5 points) 
 
48.1 X 8 = 384.8 (48 X 8 = 384 also accepted) (2 pts for correct equation, 3 pts for 
correct answer) 
40) If you see a human child on the loose in Monstropolis, who should you contact 
immediately? (3 points) 
 
the CDA (2 pts for just “CDA”)  

41) Where is The Rapids Hotel…you know…the one that is a Home Away From 
Home? (5 points) 
 
ANALOMINK,    PA. (minus 2 pts for missing city or state) 
 Bonus: When are they open? (5 points) 
 
 the year round. (Just “year round” ok) 

42) Impala XIII Rescue Mission is also known as Operation what? (3 points) 
 
MOON MATER 

43) What are “these little beauties” according to Soarin’? (2 points) 
 
Mickey “Ear” hats (Anything like this, ok) 

44) What four Disney characters make up the “Motley Crew”. (5 points) 
 
Goofy, Donald, Pluto, & Mickey 

45) What is considered the Biggest Little Wonder on Route 66? (3 points) 
 
WORLD FAMOUS a bug’s land (2 pts for “a bug’s land”) 
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46) PHOTO DISNEY BINGO (AKA DINGO!) 
Using one camera, capture photos or videos of the items or actions listed below. Get 
a “Dingo” by capturing 5 (or 4 and a free space) in a row. Dingo can be formed 
vertically, horizontally, or diagonally. All photos/videos MUST be on ONE camera 
and will be confirmed at the Finish Line. Photos/videos CANNOT be of Disney 
Challenge participants or the Game Sheet, and must be physically taken the day of 
the challenge within DCA. All items in column “O” require video. (1 point for each 
picture, 2 extra points for each Dingo. That’s 48 possible points!) 

D       I        N     G       O 

A dragon
A person 
wearing 
printed 
leggings

A mirror with 
lights

A bear licking 
a bee hive 

Video of The 
San Francisco 
Earthquake

A Disney 
“Social Club” 
member (aka 
Disney gang) 

Lusse Auto 
Skooter

Words 
intentionally 

written upside 
down

A “Do Not 
Feed The 
Bears” sign

Video of a 
musical act in 

progress

Papa Steve Fairy God 
Mother

FREE 
SPACE

A person 
wearing a 
Stitch Hat

Video of an 
adult playing 
with a light 

saber

Tire Flater
A person 

double fisting 
drinks

A bunch of 
turkeys (NOT 

turkey legs)

A person 
wearing a 
poncho

Video of a 
black and 

white moving 
cartoon 

A man on the 
moon

A popsicle 
stick bench 

A person 
wearing Beauty 
and The Beast 

apparel 

A baseball 
glove and ball

Video of 
spinning dough
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47) Which one of Walt Disney’s Full Length Features is playing at the El Capitan 
Theatre? (3 points) 
 
PINOCCHIO 

48) Who has the middle and last name of Herman Banning? (4 points) 
 
James 

49) What type of fish is known to lie on its side and “play dead” to keep safe from 
predators? (4 points) 
 
REGAL BLUE TANG (3 pts for just “Blue Tang”) 

50) What animal on the Redwood Creek Challenge Trail is playing maracas?  
(3 points) 
 
‘ASE BUZZARD (Just “ASE” ok) 

51) COMPLETE THIS PHRASE “If we don’t have your cap…” (4 points) 
 
It’s Free 

52) What is missing from this group? Dream Spirals, O-Zell Jelly Beans, Banana 
Bites, Nero’s Frolicking Fish, & Little Scrappy’s Bar? (4 points) 
 
Tombstones 

53) What is Red’s license plate number? (3 points) 
 
002 
 Bonus: When does it expire? (3 points) 
 
 AUG 50 (“August 1950” ok. 2 pts for just “50” or “1950”) 
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54) Which three years did Kellogg’s get an Exhibitor Pass for the Kalamazoo County 
Fair? (4 points) 
 
1938, 1947, & 1953 

55) On what can you obtain Daily First Class Travel?  
(2 points) 
 
CALIFORNIA LIMITED 
 Bonus: To where? (3 points) 
 
 CHICAGO . KANSAS CITY . LOS ANGELES (Hyphens not necessary) 

56) MATCH UP! Match the Nikon Photo Spot location with the family size in the 
sample photo by drawing a line between them. (Yes, there are extra families…I 
couldn’t make it THAT easy!) (2 points each, 6 points total) 
1) Radiator Springs Racers (Line to D)          A) Family of 6 
2) Mickey’s Fun Wheel (Line to B)                                B) Family of 3 
3) Grizzly Falls (Line to A)                                              C) Family of 2 
                D) Family of 4 
                E) Family of 5 

57) What is the number of the open locker? (You’ll know it by the ducks on wheels, 
towels, and paper fish hanging out of it.) (5 points) 
 
331 

58) Where are the May Chilies Picantes from? (5 points) 
 
YUCATAN 

59) Which states does Historic Route 66 go through? (3 points) 

CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO, TEXAS, OAKLAHOMA, 
 
KANSAS, MISSOURI, ILLINOIS. 
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60) Hello, my friends. It is I, The Most Interesting Man in the 
World. You may have noticed my absence recently. This is 
because of a incident on the rope bridge in the Redwood 
Creek Challenge Trail involving a bear, a jetpack, and 
twelve dozen jelly donuts, which has unfortunately  
placed me in a wheelchair temporarily. (The bear is OK. 
Don’t ask about the donuts.) Anyway, I would like a drink 

of cool water. Where is the nearest accessible drinking fountain to the location of 
my accident? Thank you for your help, and stay thirsty my friends. (4 points) 
 
SAN FRANCISCO RESTROOMS 

61) What two color crayons direct traffic on Tuck & Roll’s Drive ‘Em Buggies?  
(2 points) 
 
Purple   &   Yellow 

62) What is the Serial No. of a parking meter violation? (5 points) 
 
A447586/A450852/A444212 (or A444202 also accepted) (Only 1 number set 
necessary) 
63) What famous statue by Auguste Rodin can be found in the corner of the stage of 
the Animation Academy? (5 points) 
 
The Thinker 

64) How many rows of seats are there on a California Screamin’ train? (1 point) 
 
12 

65) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “Gee whiz folks, it’s time to return to shore.”  
(4 points) 
 
Announcer - Jumpin’ Jellyfish (Minus 1 pt for missing “Announcer” or “Safety 
Spiel”) 
66) Echolocation allows the BELUGA WHALE to see its environment as if it were 
wearing the world’s most powerful pair of glasses? (4 points) 
67) JOHANNA’S FOTOSHOP FRENZY!  
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What word(s) or number(s) are missing from each photo? (4 points each, 16 points 
total) 

 

 

  
68) LWM wants flying lessons. What is he an expert in that makes him think he is 
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TRUMPETING 1911

PROPERTY Rim



 

ready for the real thing? (5 points) 
 
paper airplanes 

69) Who has great powers that you need to see for yourself? (4 points) 
 
Ursula 

70) Put the following in chronological order of establishment along with the year. 
Ocean Park Pier, Looff’s Pier, Venice Pier. (4 points) 

Looff’s Pier 1908, Ocean Park Pier 1920, Venice Pier 1925 
 
_________________________________________________________________ 

71) What three words are written on a 1920’s-attired talking and singing Mickey 
Mouse’s suitcase? (4 points) 
 
CALIFORNIA OR BUST! 

72) How many players can play the Toy Story Midway Games Play Set? (3 points) 
 
2-8 Players (Just “2-8” ok) 

73) Where can you find parking for Elias & Co.? (2 points) 
 
<—IN REAR— (Arrow going through words not necessary) 

74) What is written inside the Grizzly Peak Search and Rescue Box? (4 points) 
 
DOG ON DUTY 

75) Where can The Lion King, Aladdin, and Alice in Wonderland be found 
represented in light fixtures? (5 points) 
 
The Magic Mirror Realm of the Sorcerer’s Workshop (“Sorcerer’s Workshop” ok) 
76) ACTION! Take a video of your team playing leapfrog next to a sign for Jump 
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Frog Falls. (5 points) 

77) Dolly, Dottie, and Ethel are all part of what singing group? (3 points) 
 
The Silver Lake Sisters 

78) What is the Max Capacity of the Boudin Sourdough Silo? (3 points) 
 
72,000 LBS. 

79) What is the Net Wt. of one box of Fun in the Sun Raisins? (3 points) 
 
1 1/2 oz. (45.5g) (Either one ok) 

80) PICTURE THIS! Where can you find this shelf?  
(Note: The cans will be different.) (4 points) 

Paradise Garden Grill 
 
________________________________________ 

81) What season and year did Stanley, exploring out west, 
overheat as his radiator water boiled away? (4 points) 
 
summer of 1909 

82) Who presents Gold Rush Days? (A Summertime Classic that’s Fun For the 
Whole Family.) (4 points) 
 
EUREKA GOLD AND TIMBER COMPANY 

83) Who is the Reclamation Supervisor for the Paradise Pier Reclamation 
Department? (5 points) 
 
GUSTOV TINKERSCHMIDT 

84) How many gallons of water can be stored in a barrel on top of the Pacific Wharf 
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Cafe? (3 points) 
 
757 

85) What is Hudson Hornet’s Small Business License Number AND Certificate 
Number? (4 points) 
 
663P-WEOWGI-WEG   &   20939-239523-2332 (2 pts per) 

86) Who fired the bullet Justin Tyme caught in his mouth? (5 points) 
 
Betty Ducks 

87) In between two pencil sharpeners, sitting on an outstretched hand, there sits a 
guitar-playing doll of who? (5 points) 
 
Woody 

88) Who should you notify if an alarm near a waffle maker is activated? (5 points) 
 
SUPPORT 1 DUTY MGR. OR DISNEYLAND FIRE DEPT (3 pts if only 1. 
Minus 1 pt of MGR. or DEPT is not abbreviated) 
89) How many clamshells is the blue lobster playing like steel drums? (3 points) 
 
6 
 
90) Luigi is a member of the Loyal Order of THE LUGNUTS. (3 points) 
(Just “Lugnuts” ok) 
91) Who welcomes Captain America? (3 points) 
 
15th PRECINCT  

92) Flora’s Beauty Parlor is located on what level? (3 points) 
 
MEZZANINE 

93)  Inside Toy Story Midway Mania, there is a maze directing a purple seal to what 
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item? (4 points) 
 
A Ball 

94) If you or your little aviators have a fear of flying or heights, you may want to wait 
for your party where? (4 points) 
 
The Arrival Gate 

95) The Motorama Girls will be appearing where on Tues. Aug. 23 at 7:30pm?  
(4 points) 
 
SHINE AUTO-TORIUM 

96) Monster City Cafe. Featuring…      BugaBrew Coffee.        Good to the last glop! 
(5 points) 

97) How much is THE HOUSEHOLD (published by Arthur Capper)? (5 points) 
 
5¢ the copy (just “5¢” ok) 

98) Who made the Imported FlaxWater Bag? (5 points) 
 
The Pueblo Tent & Awning Co. 

99) Underneath a sign for Tow Mater Towing & Salvage, the word “Welcome” is 
written on what? (2 points) 
 
A Muffler 

100) ACTION! Open the “Finish Line” envelope in your packet and solve the puzzle.  
 

Time Turned In: ____________________
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